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Chapter II 

The Fantastic: Unveiling the Repressed and the Forbidden 

Presenting that which cannot be, fantasy 

exposes a culture’s definitions of that 

which can be: it traces the limits of its 

epistemological and ontological frame.  

(Rosemary Jackson 23) 

 

     In the patriarchal society, the binary opposition between men and women 

always privileges the former over the latter.  The binarism, based on the 

male-centered discourse, is constituted by privileging one over the other.  It assigns 

women the position which is subordinate to men.  Moreover, the patriarchal society 

assigns women to have certain qualities to be women.  The patriarchal society sets a 

kind of stereotype of femininity to be weak, dependent and so on.  As Toril Moi 

maintains, “Patriarchal oppression consists in imposing certain social standards of 

femininity” so as to show that “the chosen standards for ‘femininity’ are natural” (65).  

Gayle Greene also remarks that the concept of gender is “constructed in patriarchy to 

serve all interests of male oppression” (qtd. in Gonzalez 285).  Feminists want to 

subvert the essentialist thoughts of women.  They also want to show that those 

binary thoughts about women are neither natural nor normal but constructed as well 

as arbitrary.  As a result, the fantastic aims to bring the marginalized to the core so as 

to show the repressed nature of dominant discourse.   

     With regard to the fantastic exposing the prejudiced thoughts in the society, 
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Carter’s Nights at the Circus attracts many critics’ attention.  Most of the critics hold 

a positive attitude toward the fantastic plot (Michael 171, Panopticism 71, Lee 94).2  

As Joanne M. Gass claims that through the fantastic design of the plot, Carter 

“disrupt[s] the established order” (Panopticism 71).  The fantastic works as a 

strategy to “free human beings from the hierarchal relations in which Western culture, 

with its binary logic, has entrapped them” (Michael 171).  Nevertheless, there is still 

objection against the Carter’s use of the fantastic elements.  As Sara Martin declares, 

Fevvers’ wings, the most distinguished fantastic elements, “never let her fly in 

complete freedom”; instead, they “exploit [her] as a very successful circus attention” 

(196).  However, what Martin fails to notice is that it is her wings as objectified 

commodities that unveil the biased thoughts, which objectify women.  The fantastic 

plot does highlight those that used to be excluded and marginalized and show the 

preposterous ideologies in society.   

      This chapter aims to interpret Carter’s Nights at the Circus with the theory of 

the fantastic so as to disclose the marginal and excluded aspects in the society.  This 

chapter begins with the introduction of the fantastic.  Then, this chapter analyzes the 

novel with the fantastic theory.  Nights at the Circus is composed of fantastic 

elements, which become more and more prevalent as the story goes on.  The 

principal narrators in the novel are Fevvers, a winged woman, and Walser, an 

American reporter.  Apart from these two narrators, many women also narrate their 

stories in the novel.  Within these narratives, they delineate their experiences in 

                                                 
2 Panopticism is a shortened term for Joanne M Gass’s “Panopticism in Nights at the Circus.” (Review 
of contemporary Fiction 14.3 (1994): 71-6).  All subsequent quotations from this article will be 
indicated with the shortened term and page numbers in parenthesis.  
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unordinary places, inclusive of the whorehouse, the museum of female monsters, the 

circus, and the prison.  The settings enhance the fantastic elements, through which 

Carter calls into question the repressed thoughts in the male-centered discourse. 

     In order to analyze the unordinary elements, which aim to subvert social 

conventions, the theory of the fantastic has to be elucidated.  The fantastic literature 

exhibits certain kinds of features which do not follow the standard story-telling rules, 

such as the linear description of time and the immovability of space.  The fantastic 

literature refuses to “observe unities of time, space and character, doing away with 

chronology, three-dimensionality and with rigid distinctions between animate and 

inanimate objects, self and other, life and death” (Jackson 1).  Therefore, the 

fantastic literature rejects the ordinary standards of the existing world and thus, it 

“construct[s] superior alternate, ‘secondary’ worlds” (Jackson 2).  The fantastic 

literature, which defies the rules of reasonable plot arrangement, constitutes a second 

world in which the excluded and the ignored are brought to the center.  The second 

world, which the fantastic literature creates, echoes the carnivalesque spirits of 

subversion.  During carnival, the existing social restraints and prohibitions are 

suspended.  The carnival world is like a second world where the hierarchies are 

broken and the repressed are able to voice for themselves.  As the world is turned 

upside down in carnival, the fantastic displays its “hostility to static, discrete units, 

[…] and its resistance to fixity” (Jackson 15).  Just like carnival, the fantastic 

literature shows a world that can realize the hope for a better world (Jackson 2).     

     In The Fantastic: A Structural Approach to a Literary Genre, Tzvetan Todorov 

points out that the fantastic allows us to “cross certain frontiers that are inaccessible 
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so long as we have no recourse to it”(158).  Todorov declares, “All narrative is a 

movement between two equilibriums which are similar but not identical” (163).  In 

other words, the narrative starts with a stable situation and then something 

supernatural, “which introduces a disequilibrium, a negative equilibrium,” takes place 

(Todorov 163).  In disequilibrium, the characters have to overcome obstacles so as to 

“restore the original condition” (Tseng 54).  Then, the narrative ends with the 

re-established equilibrium, “but it is no longer that of the beginning” (Todorov 163).  

The supernatural events, which break the current equilibrium, aim to disrupt the rigid 

notions in society and to reveal the ignored side of the society.  The supernatural 

events which rarely happen during the daily life aim to “transgress the law” (Todorov 

159) in order to show the absurd nature of the prescribed law.  Through these 

supernatural events, the fantastic narrative can violate “what is generally accepted as 

possibility” (Irwin ix).  Therefore, the fantastic, which questions the status quo, 

functions to evoke people to improve the current situation of the society.   

     Rosemary Jackson’s Fantasy: The Literature of Subversion delineates the 

function of the fantastic as the strategy for feminists not only to criticize the unequal 

situation between men and women in society but also to voice for themselves.  The 

fantastic not only exposes the regulatory nature of binarism but also discloses things 

which are often thought of as threats to the society within the dualism.  The fantastic 

aims to “traces the unsaid and the unseen of culture: that which has been silenced, 

made invisible, covered over and made ‘absent’” (Jackson 4).  It speaks for the 

minority that are repressed and ignored by the dominant ideology in the society.  It is 

a narrative “based on an overt violation of what is generally accepted as possibility” 
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and intends to “transform the condition contrary to fact into ‘fact’ itself” (Jackson 14).  

It aims to disrupt the traditional conventions in order to reveal the constructed nature 

of those conventions.  As Jackson remarks, “The violation of dominant assumptions 

threatens to subvert (overturn, upset, undermine) rules and conventions taken to be 

normative” (Jackson 14).  The subversive quality of the fantastic “creates a climate 

of perpetual indeterminacy that threatens the established order” (Michael 199).  Thus, 

the fantastic subverts and deconstructs the assumed “natural” conceptions within the 

binary opposition.  

     The fantastic works as a strategy to introduce different perceptions toward 

standardized conceptions so as to expose the conceptions as something established in 

the patriarchal society.  As Jackson maintains, “Breaking single, reductive “truths,” 

the fantastic traces a space within a society’s cognitive frame.  It introduces multiple, 

contradictory ‘truths’” (23).  The fantastic undermines the apparent coherent single 

discourse and makes visible the diverse thoughts, which are under the dominant 

discourse.  Hence, it is considered to be a way of unveiling what is repressed and 

what is forbidden by the regulatory male-centered discourses before.  As Jackson 

states, “Fantasy establishes, or discovers, an absence of separating distinctions, 

violating a “normal,” or commonsense perspective which represents reality as 

constituted by discreet but connected units” (48).  In other words, the fantastic 

reveals the hiding thoughts which oppose the dominant ideology in society.  

Furthermore, the fantastic “is always a break in the acknowledged order, an 

interruption of the inadmissible within the changeless everyday legality” (Jackson 21).  

The fantastic functions as a method to break restriction of the real world and thus it 
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offers different insights toward the repressed side of the binary opposition. 

     Owing to subversive qualities of the fantastic, the fantastic has become a 

vehicle for feminists to assert their thoughts and their aims of deconstructing the 

binarism.  Through the fantastic, feminists can not only criticize the status quo but 

also propose for a better future as the fantastic builds a world in which things and 

concepts that are repressed or not formed are presented.  According to Jackson, “A 

fantastic text tells of an indomitable desire, a longing for that which does not yet exist, 

or which has not been allowed to exist, the unheard of, the unseen, the imaginary, as 

opposed to what already exists and is permitted as ‘really’ visible” (91).  Therefore, 

feminists can use the fantastic to criticize the inequality between men and women and 

to show that those standards are unnatural.  In Judith Butler’s terms, what is natural 

“is constructed through discursive practices” (Robbins 211).  Through the 

highlighting of the unreasonable aspects of the society, the fantastic calls into question 

the validity of those norms.  The fantastic can also convey feminists’ hope for a 

society without inequality.   

     My analysis of Nights at the Circus starts with characters, Fevvers and Walser.  

Fevvers is the most outstanding representative of the fantastic elements in the novel.  

Walser represents the patriarchal ideology, which wants to define her.  However, 

Walser gradually changes his concepts after undergoing fantastic events.  After the 

discussion of characters, the focus is turned to unordinary places and arrangement of 

time.  The time sequence of the novel does not follow the traditional linear 

movement, and different spaces are interconnected.  The unordinary places which 

the characters go to will be analyzed in order to show how the fantastic works to bring 
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to light those used to be excluded and suppressed.   

     Speaking of the characteristics of Fevvers, Carter mentions in her 

autobiographical essay that Carter, herself, is raised in a family “very much governed 

by the women” (Haffenden 77).  Her grandmother raised her in the way which 

makes her “tough, arrogant, and pragmatic” (Haffenden 77).  Fevvers, thus, is 

represented as a woman who is out of the ordinary in both body and mind.  Her 

foster mother, Lizzie, is just like Carter’s grandmother, who always possesses a very 

practical attitude toward things around her and Fevvers.  Fevvers, the most 

remarkable representative character of the fantastic, is designed as an unusual woman, 

who exhibits many characteristics different from the received notions of femininity.  

Apart from her unusual personalities, her body also draws lots of attention due to her 

big wings.  All these traits make her an unusual female character, who does not 

conform the normality of what a woman and a person should be like.   

     Fevvers’ body is the center of all the attention, for she is an aerialiste who is 

famous for her big wings.  She is entitled with “Cockney Venus” and “Helen of the 

High Wire” (7)3 and thus, she is endowed with fantastic elements that she seems to 

descend from the mystic figures (Michael 175).  Her slogan, “Is she fact or is she 

fiction?”(7) disturbs the binary opposition between reality and fiction, for she is a 

living person with a pair of wings on her shoulder.  Due to her wings, she takes up 

two identities as both a woman and a bird, which undermines the demarcation 

between humans and animals.  Her body also destabilizes the connection between 

                                                 
3 This quotation is from Angela Carter’s Nights at the Circus.  New York: Viking, 1985.  All 
subsequent quotations in this thesis are from this edition and will be indicated with page numbers in 
parenthesis.   
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female and feminine.  As Irigaray maintains, “The ‘feminine’ is always described in 

terms of deficiency or atrophy, as the other side of the sex that alone holds a 

monopoly on value: the male sex” (69).  She is a woman but she possesses strong 

characteristics.  The patriarchal society proposes a concept that “if you are born a 

woman, if you have a female body, you will necessarily and naturally exhibit these 

characteristics” (Robbins 169); nevertheless, Fevvers’ monstrosity demonstrates the 

deconstruction of the relation between female and feminine.  In Moi’s words, women 

are females but it is not necessary that they should be feminine (65).  She is “six feet 

two in her stockings” (12) along with her giant wings, which deconstructs the notions 

of female characteristics.  She is indeed a “big girl” (7).  As Jackson remarks, 

“Gender differences of male and of female are subverted” in the fantastic (49).  

Fevvers’ body figure is “larger than life, a feature in itself synonymous with 

challenging patriarchal norms” (Armitt 18).  Although she is a woman, she exhibits 

masculine characteristics.  When she yawns, she stretches her body to the extent that 

she seems to “fill up all the mirror, all the room with her bulk” (52).  When Walser, 

an American reporter, shakes her hand, he feels “a strong, firm, masculine grip” (89).  

Walser even thinks, “Is she really a man?” (35).  In addition to her masculinity, 

Fevvers also has feminine characteristics: “She batted her eyelashes like a flirt” at 

Walser in the mirror (24).  Endowed with both femininity and masculinity, Fevvers 

demonstrates the blurring of the conceptions within the polarity, which undermines 

the “traditional association of female with femininity and male with masculinity” 

(Michael 176).  Her possession of characteristics from both genders “liberate[s] the 

individual from the confines of the appropriate” (Heilbrun x).  As Huang Zong-yi 
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remarks, “[A]ndrogyny opens the possibilities of substituting gender fluidity for fixed 

gender paradigm” (44-5).  Hence, the qualities Fevvers has illustrate that masculine 

and feminine may not be restricted to signify a male body or a female one.  

     In addition to her characteristics, her possession of wings symbolizes the future 

of women: “[A]n image that should allow women to think about their own freedom” 

(Punday 807).  While women’s bodies used to be the object of their degradation, 

Fevvers’ winged body and her ability of flying represent women’s ability to fly 

beyond the patriarchal suppression.  As Fevvers claims, “I saw my future as 

criss-crossing the globe for then I knew nothing of the constraints the world imposes; 

I only knew my body was the abode of limitless freedom” (41).  Fevvers’ ability to 

fly stands for the time when women are capable of breaking restrains imposed on 

them as the grotesque body celebrates the idea of renewal and rebirth.  Fevvers 

signifies a new beginning for women in the future.  As Lizzie proclaims: “I think 

you must be the pure child of the century that just now is waiting in the wings, the 

New Age in which no women will be bound down to the ground” (25).  Apart from 

her big wings, she also claims that she was hatched: “Hatched out of a boldly great 

egg while Bow Bells rang, as ever is!” (7).  Her insistence on being hatched, which 

is not the ordinary way for humans to be born, represents “ideas of liberation and 

rebirth and evokes the possibility of radical transformations” of the society (Palmer 

180).   

     Besides her physical aspect, Fevvers possesses different identities as well.  

She is named as the “Virgin Whore” (55) in the whorehouse.  Her identity as both 

virgin and whore also undermines the binarism in the patriarchal society because 
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“‘virgin’ and ‘whore’ are two polarized categories in which women have been 

categorized in Western culture” (Peach 135).  By having two identities of two 

polarities, Fevvers blurs the classification that men impose on women.  Fevvers’ 

ambiguous identity, on the one hand, challenges “prevailing notions of identity that 

are grounded in verifiable origins and binary logic as a half-woman, half-swan 

orphan” (Michael 175).  Her fantastic elements “turn over ‘normal’ perceptions” in 

the society (Jackson 49), for she occupies both polar identities.  On the other hand, it 

represents the patriarchal conventions of classifying women “in terms of polarities,” 

which describe her as “either goddess and angel or nature and animals” (Palmer 199).  

Her indefinable identity illustrates that those demarcations are merely constructed by 

men.   

     In addition to Fevvers, the other principal narrator is Walser, who interviews 

Fevvers in order to write a series of articles entitled “Great Humbugs of the World” 

(11).  He stands for the dominant ideology, of which the fantastic wants to lay bare 

the nature.  He represents the male power that places itself in the highest position 

and that tends to put everything into categories.  He is there “to ‘puff’ her; and, if it 

is humanly possible, to explode her” (11).  He is there to “observe, to objectify, to 

subject Fevvers to his scrutiny, to define her” (Panopticism 72).  As for him, he 

regards Fevvers as an object needed exploring rather than a human being.  He 

interviews Fevvers in order to find out whether she is a fraud or not: “Is she fact or is 

she fiction?” (7).  Instead of getting to know “who Fevvers is,” he only wants to 

know “what she is” (Panopticism 72).  His only concern lies in whether she is 

worthy of reporting.  He stands for the patriarchal thoughts which “impose on its 
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stereotypical interpretations of femininity” (Palmer 199).  His comments, which 

embody the male-centered thoughts, marginalize Fevvers to the extent of an object.   

     Walser wants to define Fevvers because he is “part of a system that defines 

others by labeling, naming, and describing what they are” (Panopticism 73).  

However, not letting Walser define her, Fevvers controls the narratives throughout the 

interview.  The situation is reversed.  While Walser becomes a listener, Fevvers 

takes the active role as a speaker: “It was as if Walser had become a prisoner of her 

voice” (43).  Her telling “implies using language of the dominant order and so 

accepting its norms, re-covering its dark areas” so as to show “the limits of that order” 

(Jackson 4).  By doing so, Fevvers not only prevents Walser from “fixing her 

identities” but also “challenges male definitions of women” (Peach 133).  Fevvers 

resists the definition that the patriarchal culture imposes on her by telling her own 

stories.  As Michael asserts, “By destabilizing the conventional opposition between 

subject and object, the novel moves toward non-hierarchal and non-binary notions of 

subjectivity” (177).  Fevvers subverts the traditional conception that men take the 

active role to write women’s lives and histories. 

     Aside from the characters, the places in the novel are also unordinary, inclusive 

of the whorehouse, the museum of female monsters, the circus, and the prison.  As 

the fantastic aims to highlight those excluded and forbidden, these places, “which are 

marginal institutions of society that safely contain those elements that threaten to 

disrupt the orderly and legitimate exercise of power,” (Panopticism 73) are brought 

into the core so as to bring into the center those presumed “chaotic” elements.  These 

places are unordinary and they, thus, provide not only a means of making visible the 
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repressed and the ignored, “which has been silenced of the culture” (Jackson 4) but 

also the critiques over the existing societal stratum.  Among these unusual places, 

the first one that Fevvers has been to is the whorehouse run by a one-eyed madame 

named Ma Nelson.  She is brought up in this brothel.  The whorehouse is 

traditionally regarded as the degrading part of the society.  As Graham Scambler 

points out, “Prostitution is an institution which reduces women to a sexual commodity 

to be bought and sold and abused” (69).  Nevertheless, the whorehouse is 

transformed into a “female community” in the story (Russo 147).  It is a “wholly 

female world” within the brothel (38).  It is a place in which women can “turn a 

blind eye to the horror of the outside” (26).  The brothel is not a degrading place but 

a place where women can find support from each other and absorb knowledge.  

Moreover, Fevvers declares, “Life within those walls [is] governed by a sweet and 

loving reason.  I never [see] a single blow exchanged between any of the sisterhood 

who reared me, not [hear] a cross word or a voice raise in anger” (39).  The women 

who work in the whorehouse are subjects with agency4 rather than “sexual objects” 

(Peach 133).  Their lives in the brothel are “engaged in [their] intellectual, artistic or 

political pursuit” (40), which disrupts the notion of whores as objects.  Fevvers 

herself also spends her free time studying “aerodynamics and the physiology of flight 

in Ma Nelson’s library” (40).  Thus, Carter shows that prostitutes are actually 

well-educated and subverts the established notion of whores as the degrading part of 

the society.  

     When it comes to the prostitution, Fevvers says that only when women have 

                                                 
4 The phrase “subjects with agency” means that a person has autonomy over his/her deeds.   
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financial problems do they work as prostitutes; however, those customers “swear that 

whores do it for pleasures, that is only to ease their own consciences, so  

that they will feel less foolish when they fork out hard cash for pleasure” (39).  

Women who are forced to work as prostitutes are regarded as being voluntarily to 

become a prostitute.  In Scamber’s terms, prostitution “is a part of a wider systematic 

abuse, comodification and objectification of woman as a ‘sex class’” (69).  Fevvers’ 

statement shows the patriarchal thoughts imposed on women that whores are assigned 

with debasing roles.  They are thought of and treated as objects rather than humans.  

They are viewed as “the object of a transaction” (Irigaray 85).  Owing to their being 

taken as an object, “the use, consumption, and circulation of their sexualized bodies 

underwrite the organization and the reproduction of the social order, in which they 

have never taken part as ‘subject’” (Irigaray 84).  They are valued in accordance 

with their exchange value5 rather than their true inner values.  Nevertheless, 

although they are viewed as objects, they make use of their status as being 

merchandised and take advantage from it.  While male costumers impose 

conventional notions regarding prostitution upon these prostitutes, prostitutes can 

manipulate such imposed notions.  As Slavoj Žižek declares, “It is the object that is 

gazing at [the subject]” (125).  Therefore, these prostitutes, on the one hand, 

represent how society treats them.  On the other hand, they consciously manipulate 

their status in order to resist notions put on them.   

     Apart from conventional notions concerning prostitution, Walser’s words 

                                                 
5 According to Jeremy Hawthorn, “Marx distinguishes between the value a commodity has, measured 
in terms of what it can be exchanged for (exchange values), and measured in terms of its use to 
whoever possess it (use value)” (A Concise Glossary of Contemporary Literary Theory.  New York: 
Routledge, 1992), 118 
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represent society’s classification on the basis of binarism.  As Walser says, “And I 

myself have known some pretty decent whores, some damn’ fine women, indeed, 

whom any man might have been proud to marry” (21).  Walser’s statement 

reinforces “the dichotomy between good women and bad women, wives and whores, 

by asserting that some whores are good enough to become wives” (Michael 180).  

Therefore, regardless of a woman’s status, whether she is a whore or a wife, she is 

objectified and classified according to men’s standards.  In the patriarchal society, 

women are “in a situation of specific exploitation with respect to exchange operations: 

sexual exchanges” (Irigaray 85).  As Lizzie replies to Wasler’s statement: “What is 

marriage but prostitution to one man instead of many?” (21).  Lizzie’s words show 

that women’s values are measured in accordance with their use value, especially their 

use as sexual objects.  Her declaration not only deconstructs the conventional 

ideology of marriage but also blurs the conception about good women and bad 

women.  Her statement illustrates that there is no such classification whether a 

woman is a good one or a bad one but the male-centered ideology imposed on women.  

In this way, Carter challenges the conventional conception of marriage and 

prostitution.   

     The second fantastic place Fevvers goes to is the Madame Schreck’s museum of 

female monsters after she leaves Ma Nelson’s brothel.  Inside the museum, there are 

many female monsters, inclusive of Fanny Four-Eyes, the Sleeping Beauty, the 

Wiltshie Wonder, Albert/Albertina, and Cobwebs.  The female monsters are 

classified as freaks and objects rather than human beings because of their bodies.   

Fevvers says that the female monsters are “all with hearts that beat, like yours, and 
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souls that suffer” (69).  Her statement indicates that the male-centered society 

“objectifies women and treats them as less than human” (Michael 186).  The female 

monsters are like objects exhibited in the museum to be watched by men.  Each of 

them is arranged to stand behind a door.  Before Madame Schreck opens the door, 

she would say, “Who knows what spectacle of the freakish and unnatural lies behind 

it!” (62).  They are categorized as freaks and unnatural creatures; nonetheless, it is 

those men that are “the unnatural ones,” who pay to “poke and pry” (61) at them and 

masturbate at the same time.  As the Wonder declares, those men “who come to 

slake their fantastic lust upon my small person are more degraded yet than I could 

ever be” (68).  Through the freak show, Carter not only criticizes the patriarchal 

thoughts that degrade and marginalize women but also shows that the demarcation 

between what is natural and what is unnatural is nothing more than the construction of 

the patriarchal thoughts.   

     In the museum of the female monsters, every girl behind her “monstrous” 

appearance has her own story.  Fanny Four-Eyes has four eyes and two of them are 

at the part “where she should have had nipples” (69).  Fanny comes to the museum 

because “she [sees] too much of the world altogether” (69).  Therefore, she chooses 

to “rest with all us other dispossessed creatures, for whom there was no earthly use” 

(69).  The female monsters are classified as freaks because of their appearance; but it 

is the men’s biased ideology that forces them to come to the museum of the female 

monsters.  The Wiltshire Wonder, who is not three feet high, comes to the museum 

because “[she]’d rather show [her]self to one at a time than to an entire theatre-full of 

the horrid, nasty, hairy things” (64).  In the museum, she finds protection from the 
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world “in which [she] suffers so much” (65).  Owing to her height, she is treated as 

objects rather than a living person.  A French pastrycook buys her from her mother 

because she is short enough to hide within birthday cakes, from which she would pop 

up to surprise the birthday child.  She is regarded as the cook’s property.  She has 

no choice but to obey the cook’s command: “[I]f I did not do as he bid me, then, next 

time, he would not serve me in a cake but bake me in a vol-au-vent” (66).  After the 

Wonder successfully gets away from the French cook by the help of a family, she is 

objectified by men again.  She runs away with a group of men, who are as tall as she, 

with the hope that these men “would love [her], not as a ‘little woman’ but as – a 

woman” (68).  Nevertheless, these men maltreat her as well: “I traveled with them 

seven long months, passed from one to another, for they were brothers and believed in 

share and share alike” (68).  She is an object whose destiny is controlled by men.  

The Wonder’s account demonstrates that men use violence as the means of controlling 

women.  If women do not obey them, they resort to violence to control women.   

     Among all the other female monsters, Fevvers in particular becomes the object 

of men’s desires owing to her wings.  In Irigaray terms, “In our social order, women 

are ‘products’ used and exchanged by men.  Their status is that of merchandise, 

‘commodities’” (84).  Hence, women do not have the autonomy to speak for 

themselves and make decisions for themselves, for they “remain an ‘infrastructure’ 

unrecognized as such by our society and our culture” (Irigaray 84).  In the 

patriarchal society, she is defined by her wings.  Joanne M. Gass points out, “As a 

freak, she has economic value; as a commodity, she is bought and sold by those who 

collect unique and exotic objects; she has no intrinsic value as a human being” 
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(Panopticism 73).  Because of her being treated as an object, she is transacted as 

goods from one person to the other.  She is purchased as a commodity from Madame 

Schreck’s museum by a gentleman called Christina Rosencreutz, who is so afraid of 

getting old that he wishes to keep his youth through “suck[ing] out the bodies of 

young women their mysterious spirit of efflorescence” by a cabalistic magnet (79).  

For him, Fevvers is only an object to be used for his own purpose to “cheat death 

itself and to live forever”(79).  As a result, he plans to “make a May sacrifice” of her 

with a blade.  Nonetheless, instead of taking the role of a passive victim and 

“male-constructed objects,” Fevvers takes the active role to “assert her authority and 

subjecthood” by using her sword to fight against the blade (Michael 178).  Fevvers 

combats against men’s objection of her and successfully runs away from men’s 

control.  Fevvers’ fighting against Christina Rosencreutz stands for undermining 

women’s status as passive objects, which cannot speak for themselves.  In this way, 

Carter not only criticizes the men’s violent dominance over women but also shows 

that women can possess the strength as men do, which deconstruct the essentialist 

thoughts of femininity.  Furthermore, Fevvers’ fighting against Rosencretuz displays 

that women have the ability to challenge their assigned roles as goods.   

     The third fantastic place Fevers goes to is the circus.  After Fevvers escapes 

from Christina Rosencreutz, she and Lizzie go to Petersburg along with the circus.  

The circus is designed as a fantastic world opposed to the real world.  The circus 

works as a disequilibrium to introduce different perceptions toward the assumed 

reality.  According to Magail C. Michael, the circus scenes “break down the 

conventional hierarchal order in which man rules over animals” (195).  The circus is 
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a place in which pigs and chimps possess higher intelligence than men.  It is also a 

place where men are described as ignorant.  The heterosexual relationship is 

depicted as violent.  The circus, which occupies one third of the novel, goes through 

the novel as a central image that questions those taken-for-granted concepts.6  

During the time in the circus, Fevvers encounters another occurrence “in which men 

attempt to objectify” her (Michael 178).  This is the second time that she is 

objectified by men because of her body, her huge wings.  As Irigaray declares, as 

commodities, “the properties of a woman’s body have to be suppressed and 

subordinated to the exigencies of its transformation into an object of circulation 

among men” (187).  The Grand Duke wants to put her into a cage as one of his 

collections, “The cage was empty.  No bird stood on that perch, yet” (192).  He 

wants to make her become one of his decorations.  In this case, she escapes from him 

by masturbating him and jumping to “the legend the Trans-Siberian Express” (191).  

Her strategy is to take her assumed feminine role, which is obedient and weak, so as 

to achieve her aim of getting away.  Her masquerade, on the one hand, helps her run 

away from the man’s prosecution.  On the other hand, it highlights the stereotypical 

thoughts about femininity of the patriarchy in order to show that “[f]emininity is a 

cultural construct” (Moi 65).  Her taking advantage of the presumed feminine role 

reinforces the notion that “[o]ne is not born, but rather, becomes a woman” (Beauvoir 

249).  After Fevvers jumps onto the toy train, it becomes a real one.  The toy train 

becomes the real train that Lizzie and Walser take.  Her jump blurs the concepts that 

space is immovable as “[f]antasy violates the real, contravenes it” (Russ 52).  The 

                                                 
6 The function and the connation of the circus will be explicated in the third chapter. 
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fantastic element here functions as “a break in the acknowledged order” (Jackson 21).  

It breaks not only the distinction between reality and fiction but also the conception of 

women as the weak.   

     The fourth fantastic place Fevvers goes to is in Siberia, the Countess P.’s prison.  

She builds a private asylum, a “panopticon,” for female criminals, who kill their 

husbands, with the help of the government.  The prison is the most marked place in 

which power has exerted its influence.  The prison “emerge[s] as a central institution 

in society because it was a site in which the coercive force of disciplinary power 

could be used in a direct and overt way” (Danaher et al 52).  The prison is designed 

as a place where the society’s “disciplinary forces could be imposed” (Danaher et al 

52).  Thus, the panoptican, a tower placed in a central position within the prison, 

becomes the representative of the society’s control over those inmates.  The 

Countess P.’s helping the government to build the panopticon helps the patriarchal 

society to monitor the female inmates.  This panopticon works under the principle of 

the gaze, for “the best way of managing prisoners was to make them the potential 

targets of the authority’s gaze at every moment of the day” (Danaher et al 54).  The 

Countess P.7 observes her prisoners in the panopticon: “In that room she’d sit all day 

and stare and stare and stare at her murderesses and they, in turn, sat all day and stared 

at her” (210).  The prisoners’ every move is being watched and observed by the 

authority.  As Foucault asserts, “It is a normalizing gaze, a surveillance that makes it 

possible to qualify, to classify and to punish” (DP 184).  Through the panopticon, the 

inmates are put under strict surveillance so as to achieve the aim of “adjust[ing] [the 
                                                 
7 Although the Countess P. is a woman, she “is herself the very model of the subject of a discourse of 
power.  [S]he enacts its every law without questioning it” (Panopticism 72).   
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inmates’] behavior” (Danaher et al 54).  Moreover, this panopticon is built for those 

female inmates who commit homicide.  Once they are sent to this panopticon, they 

are marked as husband killers because the prison is “understood as a means of 

differentiating between types of crime, types of criminal” (Sheridan 159).  Therefore, 

putting those female inmates into the panopticon reinforces the classification of the 

society that the society has the power to regulate and categorize according to its own 

standards.  Those who break the norms are classified and excluded out of the society.  

The Countess P.’s panopticon strengthens the norms of the dominating discourse, 

which sort and label those husband-killing women, who are abnormal and dangerous 

to the society, need punishing.  Nevertheless, speaking of the causes of those female 

inmates’ homicidal deeds, the narrative provides explanation for their murder: 

          There are many reasons, most of them good ones, why a woman should 

          want to murder her husband; homicide might be the only way for her to  

          preserve a shred of dignity at a time, in a place, where women were  

          deemed chattels, or in the famous analogy of Tolstoy, like wine bottles 

          that might conveniently be smashed when their contents were consumed. 

          (210-11). 

The narrative delineates the reason why they murder their husbands.  According to 

Michael, their homicidal acts are “the only resources for women because they are 

dominated and oppressed by men through violence” (190).  The narrative also 

illustrates that women have been considered to be commodities to men in the 

patriarchal society.  Their murder results from their being treated as less than human 

beings.  It is through murdering their husbands that they can get rid of the miserable 
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life they had.   

     In the panopticon, there is power of the dominant ruler; however, there is also 

resistance toward the power.  Power intends to “produce ‘compliant’ bodies and 

behaviour, in reality the opposite happens” (Danaher et al 79).  Hence, there is 

always a counter force opposed to the surveillance in the panopticon.  The female 

inmates in Countess P.’s prison also find a way to fight against the surveillance.  In 

the prison, Olga gets acquainted with a wardress, Vera Andreyevan.  The wardresses 

are forbidden to have any contact with the inmates.  However, Olga figures out a 

way to contact Vera by writing with her menstrual blood: “In her womb’s blood, on 

the secret place inside her cell, she drew a heart” (216).  Furthermore, their contact 

has penetrating effects on inmates and wardresses around them.  Their contact shows 

the resisting force that strike against the dominant discourse.  At the end, the female 

criminals along with the wardress escape from the prison and form a “female utopia in 

the taiga” (240).  After escaping from the prison, these women “plan[s] to found a 

female Utopia in the taiga” (240).  They plan to borrow sperm from the Escapee so 

as to “ensure the survival of this little republic of free women” (240).  The idea of 

constructing a female community is just as the liberal feminists’ “belief in the true 

female authorial voice” (Moi 63) and “emphasis on integrity and totality” of female 

writings (Moi 66).  The liberal feminists’ conviction in the totality is just like the 

patriarchy, which “is often conceived of as a whole, unitary and simple form” (Moi 

67).  Thus, the construction of female community cannot solve the inequality 

between men and women.  As Lizzie remarks, “What’ll they do with the boy babies?  

Feed’em to the polar bears?  To the female polar bears?” (240-1).  Through Lizzie’s 
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statement, Carter criticizes the idea of female community, for the female community 

is just like the patriarchy which privileges the one sex over the other8.   

     Apart from the characters and the places, the time in the novel differs from the 

conventional notion of time.  The traditional notion of time is that time always 

moves forward linearly and regularly.  Nevertheless, the time in the novel does not 

move linearly but stays still or scatter around as the fantastic literature refuses to 

follow the received notion of time as linear (Jackson 1).   In the whorehouse, 

Fevvers receives a sword and a clock from Ma Nelson.  The sword becomes her 

weapon when she fights against men’s exerting controlling power over her.  The 

clock is “a figure of Father Time” with its hands always standing at “either midnight 

or noon” (29), which shows that “time stands still” (48).  Through Fevvers’ ability of 

controlling time, Carter disturbs the traditional concept of time as linear.  

Furthermore, it is a clock that “show[s] the dead center of the day or night, the 

shadowless hour, the hour of vision and revelation, the still hour in the centre of the 

storm of time” (29).  The unchangeable time of the clock stands for “the time of 

change and of revolution” (Russo 144).  As Alison Lee remarks, “The notion of time 

is derived from Western perceptions and metaphors, which equate time with power” 

(17).  Therefore, the time, which does not follow the established concept, has the 

power of revolting against the dominant culture, for the way the “clock tells time […] 

has been culturally determined” (Lee 17).  Fevvers has the ability to control the time 

through the clock.  During Walser’s interview with her, she lets the time freeze and 

lets Big Ben strike midnight for many times: “As if the room had been plucked out of 

                                                 
8 Carter’s solution to the matriarchy is discussed in Chapter IV.  
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its everyday, temporal continuum” (87).  Her ability of controlling time represents 

her being endowed with controlling power over the thing that used to be dominated by 

the powerful discourse.  Instead of being subjected to the male control, she takes the 

active part to control time and her accounts so as to define herself on her own.  

Moreover, after Fevvers arrives in Siberia, time there is not linear, either: 

“[R]emember Father Time has many children and I think it was bastard offspring 

inherited this region” (272).  In the novel, time does not follow the same pattern to 

move forward, which deconstructs “the Western notion of time as a linear and 

absolute dimension” (Michael 202).  Through this unusual representation of time, 

Carter questions assumed notion in society.   

     In conclusion, through the fantastic, Carter calls into question the binary 

opposition in the patriarchal society because the fantastic reveals “[t]hat which is not 

seen, that which is not said, is not ‘known’ and it remains as a threat” (Jackson 49).  

The binarism is shown to be constructed based on men’s dominating over women.  

Fevvers’ being treated as a commodity exemplifies men’s “stereotypical 

interpretations of femininity, invented by a patriarchal culture” (Palmer 199).  Her 

possession of femininity and masculinity illustrates that “though women undoubtedly 

are female, this in no way guarantees that they will be feminine” (Moi 65).  The 

whorehouse, the circus, the museum of female monsters and the prison are unordinary 

places in which the conventional hierarchy order is broken.  Men no longer have the 

absolute power over women, who possess strengths and active agency.  Moreover, in 

these fantastic worlds, the problem, which has been silenced in the society, is brought 

to the focus.  What happens to Fevvers and other females shows that women have 
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been ill-treated in the society.  In Nights at the circus, Carter brings the conventional 

male-dominated binarism to the core so as to break down the constructed order in the 

patriarchal society.  Through her adoption of the fantastic, she shows the biased 

thoughts of binarism and proposes the possibilities for a new world for women.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


